In the past decade, occurrences of natural disasters have become more frequent and intense worldwide due to climate change and other factors. The Clear Lake Region in northern California has experienced thirteen natural disasters in the past six years alone with more than 60% of the county having burned by wildfires between 2015 and 2019 (Huchingson & Scott, 2019). Utilizing a community development approach to identify best practices for economic recovery in the Clear Lake Region, the project team reviewed the latest research literature on major themes related to disaster recovery to identify promising practices for economic recovery post-disaster. The intent of this report is to inform members of the Blue Ribbon Committee for the Rehabilitation of Clear Lake and the Socioeconomic Subcommittee to guide community strategies on recovery and rehabilitation of the Lake region.

Figure 1

Lake County, California Wildfires from 2015-2020

Note: This map illustrates overlapping burn areas in Lake County, California, from 2015-2020. Burn areas are shown in red, with darker red areas representing land that burned more than once, and black-hatched areas identify fires from 2020. The total burned area for this time frame equates to approximately 865 square miles, or 69% of the land area in Lake County. Map created by UC Davis Center for Regional Change, May 2021. Data source: CalFIRE, https://frap.fire.ca.gov/mapping/qis-data/
This report adds to the on-ground work of local residents and organizations that has emphasized coordination across all levels of government including local, regional, and state levels. Moreover key recommendations from this work and report is to grow local community organizing capacity to make best use of government resources and maximize access in recovering from disaster. For instance, locally groups make use of the Lake County framework, the 10 sub-county area plans in addition to the general plans. One key priority of this grassroots local capacity is to build the local resource environment and to make these tools available to the public.

INTRODUCTION

What is economic recovery after a disaster? Is it just about the business community and the restoration of the market? Does it mean making survivors and households whole again? It is the reconstruction of a community? Economic development itself can be a variety of things but generally its aim is improving the standard of living of residents in a particular place (Phillips & Pittman, 2015). Consumer markets and city infrastructure are key considerations for businesses to determine whether or not to open in a certain location (Bamford & Bruton, 2016). After a disaster, consumer markets and city infrastructure may be severely impacted (Alba et al., 2015). The three general components of an economy is supply, demand, and the institutions that facilitate the market, which can range from physical infrastructure to legal institutions (Gilliland & McSwiggan, 2008). These aspects of a vital and functioning economy order the sections of this report. These are the key topics of 1) business recovery, 2) household recovery, and 3) the political economy of disaster recovery. This covers the restoration of public infrastructure and community assets, linkages with extra-local aid organizations, and disaster mitigation policy.

The economics of disaster recovery are shaped by the context of different kinds of community economies and types of disasters. For example, rural economies or tourist-based economies are different than urban economies or manufacturing-based economies, requiring
different economic strategies to rebuild and nurture. Similarly, wildfires create different kinds of challenges and opportunities than other types of disasters (e.g., flooding, earthquakes, mudslides). Moreover, different populations have different needs: low-income populations with few financial resources or assets will have different recovery needs than high-income and well-resourced populations (Peacock et al., 1997; Quarantelli et al., 2007). Finally, a region that experiences disasters more frequently influences the course of economic development. A region that expects to experience disasters semi-regularly needs to be able to design its community and economy so that it can withstand the on-going shocks a disaster imposes. Economies with higher degrees of poverty and inequality are more fragile. They experience larger negative impacts from disasters and are less likely to recover to pre-disaster levels, which can trigger a downward spiral of disrepair and consumer demand (Peacock et al., 2015; Smith & Wenger, 2007; Bolin, 207).

Disaster recovery is complex, particular to a specific locale and event, and can be protracted (FEMA, 2011). As an area rebuilds, economic conditions change dramatically and rapidly (Schwab et al., 1998). Disaster response require careful decision-making when emotions are high and crisis situations may still be occurring (Schwab et al., 1998). Data-based decision-making is not always possible (Albala-Bertrand, 2013). Furthermore, delayed decisions can prevent people and businesses from rebuilding quickly (FEMA, 2011). At the same time, rushed, reaction-based vs proactive decisions can have further catastrophic consequences. For instance, temporary sites for housing and businesses may become permanent even though the sites are environmentally sensitive or cannot be serviced easily by public infrastructure (Alba et al., 2015; Schwab et al., 1998). Another potential pitfall may occur if the level of social stratification in a community is high and a small group of people, who are well connected to powerful economic and political organizations outside of the community, drive the economic and political recovery operations within the community, creating a situation in which political ideology can influence economic decision-making that favors certain groups over others (Flora & Flora, 2019). Conversely,
research indicates if the community has broadly participatory local institutions and no one social
group dominates extra-local contacts then development outcomes display high entrepreneurship
and prioritizes the common good (ibid.). This report is intended to help support these kinds of
participatory and democratic disaster recovery processes.

This report includes the following topics and subsections. Each section concludes with a few key
recommendations relevant to the Clear Lake Region based on the best available research.

1. Recovery Phases
2. Economic Data and Modeling
3. Business Recovery
   a. Local Economy
   b. Business Size Matters
   c. (Re)Start-up Decisions
4. Household Recovery
   a. Recovery Disparities
   b. Rebuild or Move?
5. Public Sphere and Political Economy
   a. Restoring Public Infrastructure and Community Assets
   b. Integrated Governance from Local through Federal
   C. Mitigation Policy
1. RECOVERY PHASES

Disasters are the result of human vulnerability to natural hazards (Tierney, 2019). Natural hazards are physical events like earthquakes, fires, flooding or hurricanes which have the capability of threatening life and infrastructure (Tobin, 1997). Hazards become disasters when human lives and infrastructure are affected (Khan et al., 2008).

Disaster recovery is the period immediately after a disaster when people and organizations attempt to turn towards reestablishing habitability. Recovery can be characterized by four phases: 1) immediate post-disaster relief, 2) short-term rehabilitation and restoration, and 3) intermediate reconstruction, and 4) long-term reconstruction phases (Berke et al., 1993; FEMA, 2011; Khan et al., 2008; Schumann et al., 2020; Smith, 2012). These four phases are diagramed in Figure 2, highlighting the psychological component of how these phases are constructed. This is important because economic recovery is more than the restoration of a business environment. The “typical rhythm” of recovery relates to the process of putting a community back together, given the limitations on resources at any specific moment (Smith, 2012, p. 19). The “psychosocial conditions... including the ability of an individual or family to regain a sense of well being” is intimately tied to the achievements of milestones (both positive and negative) in the restoration of housing, businesses, and communities (Smith & Wenger, 2007, p. 238; Smith 2012, p. 20). This is also true for communities. Centering people and their lived, place-based experience as a community during disasters rather than just things and infrastructure orients economic recovery research towards “antifragile” frameworks. Antifragility is a system’s reaction to stress that results in a stronger, more resilient, robust, and adaptable outcome (Taleb, 2014). Transitioning economic recovery research to centering people in an antifragile framework allows communities the capability to not just withstand future disaster but adapt quickly and thrive.
Note: Two diagrams of the post-disaster recovery period overlaid on top of each other. The top graph is the economic recovery periods whilst the bottom graph is the typical emotional reactions that characterize different phases of recovery. A) immediate post-disaster relief, B) short-term rehabilitation and restoration, C) intermediate reconstruction phase, D) long-term reconstruction phase. Graphs from National Disaster Recovery Framework: Strengthening Disaster Recovery for the Nation by the Federal Emergency Management Agency, copyright 2011 and Phases of Disaster by Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, copyright 2020.

It is important for stakeholders, regulators, and policymakers to keep in mind that every disaster has a different recovery timespan since each disaster has unique hazard conditions and
human vulnerabilities, and thus unique outcomes (Edgeley & Pavégl, 2017). The immediate post-disaster period, diagramed as A in Figure 2 is the first days and weeks when households, businesses, organizations, and local governments are attempting to meet emergency needs such as shelter and medical care, debris removal, search and rescue, or coping with immediate cascading hazards like flooding after wildfires (Berke et al., 1993; Khan et al., 2008; Schumann et al., 2020; Tierney, 2019). The short-term phase, diagramed as B in Figure 2 is several weeks to months after the initial event when basic services like electricity are restored and an inventory occurs to assess the extent of damage (Khan et al., 2008; Berke et al., 1993; FEMA, 2011). The intermediate phase, phase C in Figure 2, is typically several months after the disaster event (and sometimes the first few years in particularly devastating disasters) when critical infrastructure is rebuilt, capital stock replaced, and a community attempts to find a new normal while incorporating mitigation practices for future disaster risks (Khan et al., 2008; 47; Berke et al., 1993; Schumann et al., 2020).

During the long-term phase, phase D in Figure 2, the affected community attempts to return to pre-disaster levels of economic growth and development (Berke et al., 1993). During this phase, it is common for residents and businesses to receive insurance payouts; litigation often occurs regarding culpability in triggering the disaster; and municipal departments and agencies get aid from programs like the Community Development Block Grant (FEMA, 2011). Long-term recovery to how things were before the disaster is both a distinct phase and an aspirational goal. However, recovery never returns a pre-disaster conditions (Chang and Rose 2012). Rather a “new normal” is produced. Despite its theoretical nature, it is an everyday understanding of what recovery means for survivors (Smith & Wenger 2007; Crow & Albright, 2019). As such, it is held up as the goal a community is working towards as they rebuild (Eid & El-adaway, 2018).

At any time during these phases, there are risks of additional disaster events. When an initial event creates risks that increase disaster vulnerability, subsequent disasters are classified
as cascading or compounding events. A clear causal linkage between two or more disasters makes it a cascading or compounding disaster series. A secondary disaster can happen months and even years later. However, the more time that has passed, the less likely a subsequent event will be considered a cascading event. When two consecutive disasters happen in the same area, but the initial disaster does not make a secondary disaster more likely or increases social or physical vulnerability to disasters, then they are treated as independent events. For example, it is unlikely a hailstorm will interact with a subsequent earthquake.

Consecutive disasters make the classification of recovery periods more complicated. Even in a single event disaster, these phases never happen cleanly one after another (Smith & Wenger 2007, 237). There is overlap as some individuals and organizations can move through recovery faster than others within the same event area (Peacock et al, 2014). Classifying disasters as cascading or compounding is important because of the compounding effects of such events on individuals, communities, and places. Practically speaking, cascading disasters effect economic recovery too. From the perspective of agencies involved in the recovery process, it is easier to treat multiple events as separate events, even within short intervals of time.

2. ECONOMIC DATA AND MODELING

Economic recovery is most often framed as recovery for businesses and the economy alone (Chang & Rose, 2012). However, sustainable and holistic disaster recovery requires the inclusion of additional factors. First, stakeholders from across the community need to be involved in recovery decision-making. Second, there must be an accounting for the three dimensions of vulnerability—social, environmental, as well as economic (Eid & El-adaway, 2018). Inclusion of a broad array of stakeholders ensures economic recovery does not disproportionately benefit (or disadvantage) certain groups over others. Accounting for
differential vulnerabilities due to socio-demographic characteristics makes communities more resilient and antifragile. For example, instituting redundancies and focusing on localism makes a region less dependent on external supply chains when infrastructure is down (Talton, 2020). Nurturing economically independent stakeholders by reducing poverty pre-disaster and building a distributed community wealth promotes financial flexibility during recovery (ibid).

Reliable economic data is critical for governments, businesses, and households to make sound financial recovery decisions (Alba et al., 2015). Data collection in the first three phases of recovery (immediate, short-term, intermediate) see figure 2 has been a priority primarily for insurance companies and government agencies like FEMA to determine assistance needs and insurance industry exposure (Berke et al., 1993; Tierney, 2019). This means most data is private and focuses on direct financial impacts of individual households and business rather than the pro-active process of rebuilding (Chang & Rose, 2012).

Broader economic impacts should also include intangible or indirect losses in addition to tangible and direct losses (Tierney, 2019). This includes business interruption or disruption of supply chains (Hallegatte & Przyluski, 2010). The accuracy of economic models can be limited by the small area or remoteness of a disaster event, the instability of the local economy, available information pre-disaster, and the quality of data obtained during the disaster periods (Albala-Bertrand, 2013). It is also much more difficult to sum indirect, intangible, and non-market impacts (Hallegatte & Przyluski, 2010; Hallegatte & Vogt-Schilb, 2019). For example, in one study on the Po River basin in Italy, the use of different economic models to estimate total economic impact, including indirect losses, resulted in discrepancies up to a factor of seven (Koks et al., 2016). Economic modeling techniques have trouble reflecting how economies work during a disaster scenario, in part because it is difficult to determine what to include or exclude (Albala-Bertrand, 2013; Hallegatte & Przyluski, 2010). Despite these limitations, economic and financial data post-disaster can be used to inform all community stakeholders in the rebuild process.
**PROMISING PRACTICES**

For Lake County, data driven economic recovery can be promoted by a few key practices:

1) An established system of regular, high quality data collection provides pre-disaster baselines to better measure impacts and estimate recovery costs.

2) Broaden economic indicators to include as many stakeholders as possible, including households at all socio-economic levels, public organizations and agencies, and community assets.

3) Make aggregate financial impact data public, as soon as possible.

4) Factor in social and environmental vulnerabilities and not only economic factors.

5) Adopt an approach that fosters localism, community wealth, and active participation by citizens in all aspects of economic, social, and public life.

6) Create a clearinghouse of information from different planning groups to increase coordination and collaboration across local areas to build up local capacity.

---

**3. BUSINESS RECOVERY**

**LOCAL ECONOMY**

Economic aid can pose unique challenges. The two major types of assistance after disaster are cash aid and in-kind donations, such as clothing. In most cases, cash transfers are preferable because they stimulate local markets (Albala-Bertrand, 2013). Economic recovery is in part the re-establishment of a diverse market of goods and services with enough demand for businesses to make a profit thus sustaining themselves. Survivors of disasters can use cash to purchase the items damaged or destroyed by disaster that they need to replace. In the short term, in-kind donations to survivors helps them move through initial phases of immediate post-disaster relief and short-term rehabilitation and restoration, especially when businesses may still be closed. Flooding the market in the long term with in-kind donations can suffocate local
markets or lead to the “rundown of local [business] viability” (Albala-Bertrand, 2013, p. 148). For example, in-kind donations of clothing can dry up local demand for purchased clothing imperiling clothing businesses attempting to reopen or sustain themselves.

A similar problem occurs when for-profit operations or firms treat a disaster area as a business opportunity and swamp the local market with their larger inventories or more flexible operations. These outside suppliers can outcompete existing local businesses, preventing them from reopening while siphoning cash aid out of the community. Utilizing local businesses for recovery helps keep profits local and channels income into economic multipliers (Diaz, 2012). Reestablishing a healthy balance of different sized businesses allows local economies to access diverse goods and services from outside the community while supporting the families that run local businesses, contributing to community wealth. An unhealthy balance of firm sizes risks a local economy struggling to reestablish viable, sustainable, and profitable businesses and the local economy may fail to reintegrate with the national economy, leaving it distressed (Albala-Bertrand, 2013). For economically struggling communities pre-disaster, disasters can actually spur economic activity by replacing or upgrading infrastructure and capital goods, or providing new market opportunities for local entrepreneurial businesses (Hallegatte, 2019).

**BUSINESS SIZE MATTERS**

The business community is composed of a diverse set of actors with a mix of international, national, regional, and local businesses. Larger businesses that cross state and national borders are more likely to be corporations and publicly traded (Dobbs et al., 2013). The smaller the territory a business operates at, the more likely it will be classified as a Small Business or a Microbusiness. Small Businesses are classified by the Small Business Administration generally as 1000 employees or fewer (depending on the industry with most ranging from 500 to 1,250 employees) (SBA Table of Small Business Size Standards). Microbusinesses are 4
employees or fewer and compose 92% of US businesses nationally (Goebel et al., 2017). Unless otherwise stated and to streamline this report, small business will include microbusinesses.

Disasters impact different business sizes and categories differently. Larger corporations often have significant legal and financial resources available to them. Businesses with a larger operational size and territory correlates with the ability to transfer assets and functions to other locations when disasters impact a regional branch. Big businesses can shuffle resources, depend on revenues from unaffected areas, leverage credit and insurance, and even capitalize on market opportunities. They therefore often have the ability to withstand a financial shock (Alesch et al., 2001; Albala-Bertrand, 2013). Positive factors contributing to business survival is closely related to the strengths of large and/or corporate ventures, including the number of business branches, having numerous employees, and management experience (Watson, 2020).

### SMALL BUSINESSES & ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Small businesses on the other hand require adaptability and creative resilience; what is often considered entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship is a creative process of identifying needs in a community and creating a system to meet those needs (Bamford & Bruton, 2016). Most small businesses are partnerships and sole proprietors. Such small businesses are legally structured such that they are uniquely exposed to financial risk from financial shocks and bankruptcy because they do not have the same access to financial capital as larger corporations. This means they have a lower threshold for which disasters can financially burden them beyond their ability to recover (Gilliland & McSwiggan, 2008; Alba et al., 2015). They must rely heavily on the owner’s personality and resilience to setbacks (Bamford & Bruton, 2016; Alesch et al., 2001). Critical decisions during disaster recovery, therefore, can more easily make or break their ability to survive than larger businesses with more assets to cushion mistakes. Larger organizations
usually have specialists that can produce reports on business and economic statistics that smaller businesses usually do not have access to (Alba et al., 2015; Brewer et al., 2013).

Small businesses during normal, non-disaster conditions are under significant pressure to maintain short-term profitability and long-term viability. The Small Business Association states that 50% of small businesses fail within the first five years of operation. Calculating the impact of disasters on small business survival rates can be challenging because a business may not fail immediately (e.g., Tierney, 2007; Chang et al., 2012; Atkinson & Sapat, 2013). A small minority will be unable to reopen after a disaster, but the majority do reopen only to close a few months or a year later. Can the closure of a business a year after a disaster be attributed to the disaster or would it be attributed to normal rates of failure? To answer this question, research suggests that in the majority of cases, small business failures have more to do with pre-disaster viability failures (Alesch et al., 2001). Post-disaster business conditions do have some inherent risk factors for failure. The extent of inventory damage, accessibility issues for supply and demand, the extent of minority ownership or management, extent of customer loss, and issues for employees concerning transportation or disruption of schools (Watson, 2020).

General preparedness for a disaster is not as common in small businesses as publicly traded corporations, which are legally required to publish risk assessments annually but does not necessarily mean these efforts are effective. Small business owners that operate in disaster prone areas like in hurricane zones or have previous disaster experiences do incorporate disaster preparedness to some degree. This includes the purchase of additional insurance or modifying their business model to withstand unexpected closures or interrupted supply chains.

**(RE)START-UP DECISIONS**

Reopening requires two unique kinds of business skills to cope with a familiar yet volatile market. Entrepreneurial start-up basics are needed to assess how and whether a business should re-open. Start-up basics include whether or not they have the physical ability to be in
business (capital stock, buildings, inventory, utility access), positionality in the market, owner characteristics and resiliency, and demand changes (Alesch, 2001). The ability to leverage established business management and marketing competences will help a business stay open and adapt. Those challenges range from coping with unique financial demands, obstacles to operations, or changing consumer demand. The more financial capital a business has, the more flexibility to adapt. Relatively liquid (quickly accessible) financial capital includes savings, insurance, and credit. However, other capitals like social or political capital are equally critical to navigating market opportunities and access disaster aid at institutional or community levels. Established businesses that are adaptable contribute to resiliency and the ability to return to stable business operations post-disaster.

In the immediate post-disaster time-period, the extent of damages and losses must be assessed. Damages and losses fall into three major categories (Albala-Bertrand, 2013):

1. Operational factors such as capital losses, labor shortages, and whether or not management is available and competent to cope with the disaster. These are closely tied to direct losses from the disaster event.
2. Place-based factors such as whether transportation and utilities infrastructure are functioning. Without roads, for example, to access supply chains and customers to access the business location, or electrical power, then an undamaged business still cannot operate. These are closely tied to indirect losses from interruption of business operations, usually lasting through phase A and B (see figure 2).
3. Business environment factors such as the customer base, market condition, structural changes to the community, or changes in the economy. These are intangible losses and occur over a longer period of time, sometimes only temporarily and sometimes permanently.
OPERATIONAL FACTORS

The extent of initial physical damages depends on both the level of exposure to physical hazards and vulnerability to disaster. Large risk exposure to hazards increases the risk of damages but even small hazards can severely impact or ruin a successful business if their vulnerability to them is high. Therefore, the severity of a disaster event is not a good predictor of business failure. The amount of time a business has to prepare for an event (and factor in the intensity and duration of it) can impact the extent of damages. According to some research, disaster preparedness can minimize damages and promote recovery (Alesch et al, 2001).

There are many factors in how severely a business will be affected by disaster other than the physical damage of a disaster event. Assuming damages are surmountable, an owner and its management must carefully compare business resources and risk tolerance for business failure to the post-disaster local conditions. Some business owners have a higher risk tolerance and are willing to reopen even if they are facing uncertain business conditions. Accurate and adequate information can be scarce following a disaster so business leaders must rely on experience and their networks to predict how the business environment will support or challenge recovery. The more resources a business has, the more likely they can withstand risk to such disasters. Such resources may include access to financial capital, a good reputation in the community and loyal consumer base, and political and social capital with the local government, community-based organizations, and other businesses.

The financial strength of a business pre-disaster allows for more flexibility to stay closed without going bankrupt, or make changes to a business location or operations. If a disaster hits during the downside of a business cycle or economic cycle, then businesses will have fewer resources to cope with financial shocks. The severity of damages and length of interruption also makes a difference. Damages from a flood will likely have a shorter impact duration than a multi-year global pandemic. If most of their business operations occurs within a disaster zone, then
their consumer base as well as relationships with local banks or other institutions will also be severely impacted. Disasters may also impact employees making them unable to come to work or may force them to migrate to other less affected areas, itself a resource drain. Drastic measures may need to be taken, including breaking leases to move to another location or completely changing the product lines or services offered (Watson, 2020).

PLACE BASED AND BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT FACTORS

Business owners make informed guesses about the economies and places they are embedded in to determine the viability of their business model. Some of the initial critical decisions owners and managers must make include dealing with an uncertain local economic situation, possible disrepair of public infrastructure, and a volatile consumer market (e.g., Tierney, 2007; Rose & Krausmann, 2013). If there is uncertainty whether the local economy will come back or return to conditions that still make their business viable, then it is difficult to make decisions about reopening and what business model changes are needed. Infrastructure services like electricity or roads for supply deliveries are critical for operation. Depending on the nature of a business’s services and products, the consumer market may dry up or alternatively rapidly expand, and may change dramatically even through the disaster recovery period as people have different needs during different stages of rebuilding (e.g., Tierney, 2007).

Consumer demand almost always changes after a disaster, but small businesses can have trouble anticipating or recognizing them. The degree of change in the business environment post-disaster and the amount of experience a business owner or manager has to recognize those changes and adapt can result in a business staying open for many months but operating at a loss. Customers may move away, lose their income, or focus their disposable income on inelastic goods needed for household recovery rather than luxury goods (Albala-Bertrand, 2013). An influx of new people can also change demand trends. Recovery workers like construction crews create a strong but temporary demand opportunity that will eventually disappear (Watson, 2020).
As local goods and services are often unavailable in the short term, if local businesses are unable to recapture the local market or adapt to the new market conditions over the first few months or years, then local economic recovery will falter and national supply chains will replace local ones (Albala-Bertrand, 2013). In the long-term if the local economy remains depressed then low-income populations may move in to take advantage of lower costs of living, further altering demand characteristics and therefore what kind of businesses are likely to be successful (Watson 2020).

While a changing customer base requires creative adaptation of what products and services a business provides, markets may also become more competitive due to the unpredictable post-disaster business environment. When customer loyalty is low and therefore customers are willing to frequent a different establishment or find substitutions, or businesses do not change their marketing strategy to deal with new competitors, then demand may disappear quickly (Alesch et al., 2001). A business owner and its management must be willing to abandon the business-as-usual mind-frame quickly when necessary (Alesch et al., 2001). Disasters fundamentally change the business environment and business disruptions will not eventually settle to the way things used to be. The sooner a business acknowledges this, the more likely they will find a new normal.

**PROMISING PRACTICES**

For Lake County, there are promising practices for business recovery pre-disaster drawn from community economic development research that include:

1. Fostering entrepreneurship models.
2. Supporting and developing successful minority ownership and management
3. Promoting disaster preparedness, including adequate disaster insurance.
4. Identifying vulnerabilities in the business community, especially during downcycles in the economy or industry specific business cycles.
5. Alerting businesses on ways to pro-actively respond to changing natural hazards and their risks.
6. Implementing regular local economic data collection and dissemination.
7. Supporting business networking and intra-community business-to-business commerce.

Promising practices for business recovery post-disaster drawn from community economic development research include:

1. Encouraging cash aid over in-kind donations and getting cash transfers to businesses and consumers as soon as possible.
2. Prioritizing local business services for recovery goods and services if they have the capacity to operate safely, and especially if they can scale operations.
3. Providing small business support services and counseling with an emphasis on financial risk and shock management, decision-making and entrepreneurship skills, and marketing. For instance, legal aid can assist with breaking lease contracts or managing risk.
4. Implementing or increasing public transportation services particularly for highly affected areas and for areas historically under resourced.
5. Emphasizing community and public support of the business community.

4. HOUSEHOLD RECOVERY

RECOVERY DISPARITIES

Since much of the built environment in a community is residential, the repair and replacement of housing affects the rebuilding of the rest of the community, including businesses (Moradi & Nejat 2020). Household recovery is understudied in the disaster recovery literature but the speed of household recovery and ability of households to return to their pre-disaster level of standard of living stabilizes local employment, consumption, and the level of participation in public and community activities (Moradi & Nejat, 2020; Smith & Wenger, 2007; Schwab et al.,
Rebuilding residential neighborhoods is not a simple policy or engineering problem. It is fraught with social conflict, and exacerbating, maintaining, or alleviating wealth disparities is a significant part of the rebuild process (Bolin, 2007).

Market allocation of housing is premised on a filtering process that brings up issues of cost and affordability as well as who has access and can afford such housing (i.e., current residents, migrants). Older housing more likely to need repair are also more likely to be inhabited by low-income populations due to rising housing costs across Lake County, California, and the U.S. more broadly (Peacock et al., 1997; Peacock et al., 2015). Housing for different socio-economic demographics is usually spatially distributed in clusters, meaning that entire neighborhoods can become zones of increased vulnerability due to compounded risks due to social and physical vulnerabilities (Van Zandt et al., 2012). Such colocation of physical and social vulnerabilities points to the need for affordable housing in restricted areas and providing distributed site models. Pre-disaster conditions of inequality and by extension vulnerabilities correlate with localized disaster calamities and higher damage within disaster zones. The end result is a “social amplification” of preexisting social, economic, and political disparities (Quarantelli et al., 2007, p. 33). Figure 3 below illustrates this process wherein the least vulnerable residents recover faster and may end up better off after insurance payouts and other financial aid. The most vulnerable residents, often already worse off, struggle to return to their
pre-disaster standard of living. Disaster impacts are therefore highly uneven. Typically, those with low socio-economic status, and who tend to be people of color, particularly Latinx and Indigenous in Lake County (see Brazil et al., 2021), are the most vulnerable to disasters, experience the highest losses by proportion of assets, and the least likely to get adequate recovery assistance (Peacock et al., 2015; Smith & Wenger, 2007; Bolin, 2007).

Residents’ housing needs vary depending on the phase of recovery. Phase A, the immediate post-disaster period, is characterized by the use of temporary shelters, hotel rooms, and staying with friends and family (see figure 2 above). Phase B, short-term rehabilitation and restoration, moves displaced persons from temporary shelter to temporary housing. This can be a continuation of temporary shelter arrangements but most disaster survivors seek a semi-permanent solution like renting an apartment or utilizing FEMA trailers. Phase C and D, the intermediate and long-term reconstruction phases of disaster recovery, are when homes and multi-unit apartment complexes are rebuilt (FEMA, 2011).

Figure 3 shows conceptually how housing inequalities may become refracted through the “lens of vulnerability” (adapted from Peacock et al., 2014).
The process of getting back into permanent housing can be complicated. Strategies for households looking for housing and recovery resources depends on three broad categories: self-sufficiency, kinship relationships, and institutional aid (Bolin & Trainer, 1978). The less impactful the disaster or the more financial resources and assets survivors have, the more likely they will be self-reliant. Although understudied, some research illustrates how self-reliant and well-resourced displaced persons quickly obtain rental units and are among the first to access public and private institutional aid like FEMA assistance and insurance payouts (Peacock et al., 1997). Low-income survivors rely more heavily on family and friends, temporary public shelters, and seek out public aid and charity at higher levels (Peacock et al., 1997). Moving from temporary shelter into long-term housing can be difficult for low-income survivors who have few resources to rent hotel rooms or rental apartments in a tight post-disaster rental market. Those reliant on government aid from agencies like FEMA may end up in temporary housing for months or years, struggling to make the jump back into permanent housing (Peacock et al., 1997).

Housing recovery is rarely entirely self-financed (Peacock et al., 2015). For example, while private insurance markets provide the largest portion of recovery aid; other sources of private financing include savings, commercial loans, and the help of friends and family (Peacock et al., 1997). Unfortunately, low-income homeowners find it especially hard to procure homeowners’ insurance with adequate coverage pre-disaster due to its expense, which means not only do they have trouble accessing insurance payouts, but they are also less likely to have sufficient savings to cover costs themselves (Peacock et al., 1997; Peacock et al., 2015). They are also often locked out of commercial loans and FEMA-backed loans because both require minimum credit qualifications that low-income potential borrowers do not typically qualify for (Peacock et al., 1997).

Low-income residents disproportionately live in rental housing due to the increased costs of purchasing a home coupled with stagnant wages, which creates additional recovery burdens.
The poor generally pay more for housing (relative to income) without building long-term equity. a key component of providing benefits for future generations (Desmond and Wilmers, 2019). Moreover, less than half of all renters carry renter’s insurance meaning nearly 60% of renters will lose not only their shelter, but also most if not all of their belongings if their rental unit is made uninhabitable. Rental units often take much longer to rebuild and are even less likely to be built as low-income affordable housing (Peacock et al., 1997). Altogether, this system makes displacement levels high, recovery resources scarce, and the whole recovery precarious for low-income residents. Public assistance becomes a critical tool for low-income residents to regain their footing, whether to rebuild a house or establish a new permanent rental home (Peacock et al., 1997).

With a lack of adequate public assistance, alternative sources of aid are developed. For instance, charity aid, especially cash donations from outside of the disaster-affected community often are provided shortly after a disaster. To prevent fraud, standard donation management practices funnel cash through foundations and national or international organizations like the Red Cross. Individuals seeking to access this aid can find it challenging because foundations and nonprofits are not able to make survivors whole over time. Instead, they use cash donations primarily for immediate post-disaster emergency assistance like setting up shelters, or for structural recovery such as to rebuild infrastructure. When direct cash aid to displaced persons is available, navigating the bureaucratic system and fighting for aid is hampered by overwhelming paperwork. Legal ID and other documents can be lost in the disaster, forms may ask for exacting details about lost assets, and gatekeeping is set-up to make survivors prove they are disaster victims rather than a part of the pre-disaster homeless population (Peacock et al., 1997). Mutual aid, the voluntary, reciprocal exchange of resources or services for mutual benefit (Katz, 1981), is one important source of support for those displaced and severely impacted by disaster. Mutual aid can take many forms, including cash donations by community members through such digital platforms as Venmo or Paypal and is flexible in its many uses, providing a sense of empowerment
and autonomy for recipients who then can decide where and how to spend the aid (such as on groceries, legal fees, housing, etc.) (e.g., Healey et al., 2018).

The speed of recovery is inequitable for different socio-economic groups. The longer it takes to reestablish permanent housing, the more likely survivors will run out of financial resources to make a full recovery. Delays will hold up other aspects of recovery too. While housing recovery often occurs within two to three years after disaster for disadvantaged populations, lower rates of recovery and higher rates of inequality may persist long after (Peacock et al., 1997; Peacock et al., 2015). And since disadvantaged groups are more likely to have experienced more severe damage from a disaster, given their increased social vulnerability, and subsequently have fewer resources to become whole again, they may never actually recover to their pre-disaster conditions (Smith & Wenger, 2007).

**REBUILD OR MOVE?**

In the wake of disaster, each household must weigh its resources against the benefits and drawbacks of staying to rebuild their lives or moving away. There are three broad categories that influence this decision, labeled as internal, interactive, and external drivers (Moradi & Nejat, 2020). While there are some tendencies for preference of one over another, most households factor in all three when trying to decide (Jamali, 2019).

Internal drivers concern the household capacity to cope with the disaster. The level of damage and perceptions of future disaster risk are weighed against financial resources, including the availability of continuing employment (Moradi & Nejat, 2020; Jamali, 2019). The affordability and availability of rental properties is also critical for both pre-disaster renters and for homeowners who need a place to live while rebuilding their homes (Moradi & Nejat 2020). Research also suggests that financial concerns are of particular importance to older individuals (Jamali, 2019).
Interactive drivers concern the identity of individuals and households as influenced by other people and places. These drivers include both the perception of whether friends and family, as well as neighbors and social networks in the community or region intend to stay, as well as the level of attachment to them (Nejat et al., 2019). Closely related to these concerns is the sense of identity offered by the neighborhood itself (Moradi & Nejat, 2020). This phenomenon is often referred to as place attachment in the community development literature (e.g., Logan & Molotch, 2007). There are four factors that mediate this place attachment: (1) demographics, (2) psychosocial factors, (3) socioeconomic class, and (4) specific spatial characteristics of the place itself (Jamali, 2019, p. 25). Demographics refers to shared race, ethnicity, religion, values and other factors, while psychosocial factors refer to social perspectives, mental health and wellbeing, and sense of community belonging. Socioeconomic class refers to job status, education, and property ownership; and, spatial categories are the meaning and characteristics of home, neighborhood, or city; distance from disaster; familiarity with area and its dangers; and whether it is a rural or urban area (ibid.). The complexity of these mediating factors and what they tend to mean is not well studied and the research literature provides conflicting evidence (e.g., Jamali, 2019; Nejat et al., 2019; Moradi & Nejat, 2020).

External drivers concern the continued existence of the actual place in terms of infrastructure and community assets (Moradi & Nejat, 2020). Infrastructure is characterized by transportation and geographical features such as highways and streets or waterways and terrain. Community assets refers to formal and informal institutions and organizations, buildings and public facilities, public places like schools and hospitals and churches, commercial areas, and public safety and other social services (Moradi & Nejat, 2020). Research suggests people who live in urban areas which have high densities of infrastructure and community assets and therefore tend to place more emphasis on external drivers in their decision to stay (Nejat et al., 2019).
Broader community development and planning issues impact household recovery as well. For instance, spatial dimensions of socioeconomic drivers of disaster recovery may lead to different outcomes for whiter, wealthier neighborhoods versus high poverty areas or areas with high concentrations of racial and ethnic minority residents. In nonminority neighborhoods that are heavily damaged by disaster, speculation can bid up prices as properties sell and resell multiple times in a short period of time (Zhang & Peacock, 2009). Areas with high rates of poverty and or racial and ethnic minority residents are generally at risk of higher levels of long-term damage and since recovery resources are scarcer, without significant public intervention these areas will see slow recoveries and can sink into permanent disrepair further exacerbating economic, social, and racial disparities (Van Zandt et al., 2012). More stringent codes for reconstruction and increased insurance premiums can influence processes like green gentrification – processes of environmental planning that leads to the exclusion and displacement of local residents - which prevents low-income residents from returning (Gould & Lewis, 2016).

The reopening of businesses and rebuilding of homes operate in tandem, as the lack of businesses means households are less likely to stay because there are fewer employment opportunities and retail locations (Xiao & Van Zandt, 2012). Likewise, if households are unable to return or rebuild then local businesses have trouble finding employees and customers alike (Watson et al., 2020). Consumer demand changes after disasters too, as households shift their financial resources to rebuilding their lives rather than using discretionary income on luxury goods (Watson et al., 2020).

**PROMISING PRACTICES**
For Lake County, housing recovery promising practices pre-disaster drawn from community economic development research include:
1) Reducing social, economic, and racial disparities to ensure community-wide resilience and benefit.

2) Maintaining housing stock and preventing disadvantaged neighborhoods from slipping into disrepair.

3) Emphasizing a reasonable rental vacancy rate to allow access to rental housing

4) Ensuring all homes and rentals maintain home/rental insurance by offering affordable policies.

Post-disaster housing promising practices informed by a review of the extant community economic development academic literature include:

1) Prioritizing multi-unit housing development to allow for lower cost housing

2) Providing direct cash aid to survivors as soon as possible and with as few strings attached.

3) Subsidizing low-income neighborhoods and vulnerable populations to make sure they are able to rebuild in time-frames comparable to less vulnerable and more resourced populations.

4) Subsidizing renovation and retrofitting to meet building and health codes and mitigate green gentrification pressures, while building more sustainably.

5. PUBLIC SPHERE AND POLITICAL ECONOMY

RESTORING PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE AND COMMUNITY ASSETS

As much as household and business recovery are contingent on each other, the physical reconstruction of the rest of the community and restoring its institutions is necessary for a full recovery. The immediate and short-term recovery periods require “lifeline” reconstruction such as utilities, clearing roads, removing debris, and waste management before anything else can start (Peacock et al., 2015). This in turn may require highly impacted and minimally functioning
local government offices to make emergency decisions, determine priorities, and interface with outside organizations and state and federal agencies. Once recovery activities move into the rebuilding phase, restoring public institutions and community assets are the scaffolding that make both housing and business recovery possible. Compounding such difficulties is that residents can view the government as responsible for disasters and other crises due to its inability to protect the vulnerable and impose long-term planning on the short-term focused market (Quarantelli et al., 2007, p. 32). Thus, the responsibility to prevent another disaster is implicit in recovery activities.

To better understand community economic development during the post-disaster recovery period it is necessary to understand pre-existing social power structures. Powerful interest groups, including business interests and wealthy community members, can disproportionately influence post-disaster decision making and capture recovery aid to inequitably impact more vulnerable community members (Berke et al., 1993). Poorer community members tend to have weaker ties with decision-makers and may have difficulty accessing sources of aid for recovery (Berke et al., 1993). Such recovery problems also extend to local philanthropic foundations. Such foundations that have no problem with day-to-day regional needs can flounder when local staffing size and experience is inadequate to deal with large volumes of development aid, as well as the needs of aid recipients, and coping with demands from federal and state agency programs (ibid.). Aid may also not match the needs of local affected community members, particularly when managed by outside organizations and programs not in consultation with local ones. These dynamics can be further complicated in rural areas dependent on tourism because residents may have different recovery needs and interests than tourists. For example, research suggests seasonal residents often have insurance coverage for their homes and prefer the aesthetic of the unmanaged forests, so tend to not engage in fire mitigation efforts (Carroll et al., 2011).
PROMISING PRACTICES

For Lake County, promising practices around restoring public infrastructure and community assets drawn from academic research include:

1) Household, business, and community infrastructure recovery must be coordinated in order to ensure a full recovery.

2) Greater support to local decisionmakers, including county and Tribal governments, are necessary to help repair and rebuild infrastructure during recovery.

3) Local community members and leaders should be included as decision-makers during recovery.

4) Efforts must be made so that members from the community representing diverse interests are included in post-disaster decision-making to ensure an equitable recovery.

INTEGRATED GOVERNANCE FROM LOCAL TO FEDERAL

Current approaches to economic recovery depend heavily on external resources and organizations to provide assistance such as insurance payouts, charity aid, and government grants and loans. Therefore, effective collaborative governance between local and extra-local organizations is closely tied to the timing and level of resource assistance, as well as accuracy of resource match with local needs (FEMA, 2011). Since collaborative partnerships have been demonstrated to improve the recovery process, assessing a) the sources of external assistance, b) the nature of assistance, and c) local capacity to interface with extra-local aid sources will help inform decision-makers in the quality of timing, volume, and accuracy of developing and delivering aid.

There are several categories of external organizations to the local affected community that can support the development and delivery of aid post-disaster including (Smith, 2011, pp. 11-12):
- government agencies like the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
- quasi-governmental and nongovernmental organizations like community development corporations or regional planning organizations,
- foundations and philanthropic relief organizations,
- nonprofits like the Red Cross,
- private sector organizations like banks, developers, and insurance firms,
- spontaneous groups and individuals looking to provide help (i.e., mutual aid)

The more resources a local government has to leverage, the more likely they can fund their community’s own recovery (Crow & Albright, 2019). In addition, “extra-local assistance” can fill in financial, technical, and material gaps when local resources are overwhelmed by recovery needs (Edgeley & Paveglio, 2017; Alba et al., 2015). This is especially the case in areas experiencing consecutive disasters where resources are exhausted and agencies become understaffed and underfunded with de-investment over time (Cutter, 2018). Specifically, Lake County, like many other rural areas, has been operating with a 20% staffing shortage of the county government for years (Huchingson & Scott, 2019).

The nature of recovery assistance is typically framed by two characteristics: (1) governance patterns in the US and (2) the level of centralized versus de-centralized programmatic implementation of aid. Governance in the US is “polycentric and multiscalar,” meaning there are multiple overlapping jurisdictions of different levels in the hierarchy of local through federal government (Tierney, 2012, pp. 341-342). Over the past few decades, US governance has seen a devolution of authority, control and governing that has been increasingly decentralized, outsourced, sub-contracted, and privatized (Crow & Albright, 2019; Tierney, 2012). “Disaster governance” specifically refers to the dispersal of disaster policies and programs across public and private entities and/or actors (Tierney, 2012). The organization of governance in the U.S. thus creates challenges for coordinating locally hit disaster zones because there can be
multiple sources of aid with different levels of authority all with different metrics for qualification, timing of allocation, and level of aid. The complexity of these interlocking systems can produce barriers for those attempting to access aid, and may be additional barriers of entry for the most vulnerable community members.

External organizations, including both nonprofit and government agencies, often times can choose to work with local ones or bypass them. External assistance, especially when administered by agents from extra-local organizations, typically employ a “command and control” approach (Rodriguez et al., 2007). Unfortunately, a type of paternalism characterizes these relationships despite research suggesting collaborative approaches with local community groups, nonprofits, and regional organizations produces faster recovery with better outcomes (Tierney, 2012; Smith 2011; Rodriguez et al., 2007). Prescriptive rules for aid qualification is negatively correlated with understanding and working with local needs (Smith, 2012). If outside organizations bypass local ones, then the affected community may risk a client-state of dependency, losing control of recovery decisions made in their interests.

When external assistance encourages local capacity and decision-making, citizens feel recovery processes are being done in their interests, not just “for them” (Quarantelli et al., 2007). Working with local institutions, especially ones with both strong national and local presence like trade unions or religious organizations can improve the “distribution of information, goods, cash, and ‘coordinating directives’” (Albala-Bertrand, 2013, p. 148). Including a diversity of stakeholders in decision-making has been shown to bolster programmatic design and capacity to reflect community needs (Berke & Beatley, 1997; Peacock et al., 1997). The stronger intra-community collaboration and the more local participation in local organizations, the more likely extra-local organizations will be able to collaborate effectively and responsively to local needs (Smith, 2012). Strong local participation and intra-community collaboration ensures not only the diversity of voices across a community are involved but includes a “deep knowledge base... trusted
relationships,” and the ability to “mine external resources” (Flora & Flora, 2019; Smith, 2012; Berke et al., 1993).

Building local capacity that leverages external aid is key to a successful recovery after disaster. Though, managing and administering assistance programs can occupy a considerable share of local recovery time and energy (Smith & Wenger, 2007). Local decision-makers and residents within a disaster area must identify funding sources and technical assistance that match recovery needs, all while coping with the day-to-day decisions and administration of recovery tasks (Smith & Wenger, 2007). Although ad hoc provision of technical planning assistance is common (Smith & Wenger, 2007; Smith, 2011), it is easy to miss opportunities for gathering input, accessing resources, and assessing recovery efforts (Smith 2012, p. 17).

Disasters impact areas much larger than the immediate disaster zone itself through ripple effects. The operational practice of agencies like FEMA tend to focus exclusively on the disaster zone but a disaster impacts neighboring communities in ways that can make them a secondary disaster zone when the primary disaster zone is severe enough. Evacuees need to go somewhere, and neighboring communities serve as hosts to survivors in the short-term at hotels, households of friends and family, and at emergency shelter locations for people and animals. These neighboring communities are staging areas for response and recovery crews, and retail markets experience increases in demand for immediate survival needs and replacement goods. Large numbers of civilians in civic and religious organizations participate in organizing support and aid, disturbing normal activities. While these do not necessarily lead to negative outcomes, during severe disasters the sheer scale of dependence on neighboring communities may extend the impacts of the disaster beyond the declared disaster zone, while by definition these secondarily impacted businesses and public organizations are ineligible for disaster aid (Welcome to Benefits.gov).
In the long-term, there can be significant disruptions in the housing and rental markets, interfering with projected community housing and infrastructure planning and possibly creating a localized housing bubble. Schools and healthcare systems can become overburdened with excess demand when children cannot return to their schools and must enroll elsewhere. Roads may not be able to handle additional traffic either when temporary shelters or new housing is built before public infrastructure can catch up. Homeless populations can increase drastically and quickly. If cultural characteristics of surviving displaced people are different from the new host community, then socio-cultural clashes can lead to adverse outcomes. All these dynamics indicate the need for regional disaster planning and state level leadership.

**PROMISING PRACTICES**

For Lake County, we suggest several promising practices for integrated governance benefits from pre-disaster drawn from extant academic research:

1) Inclusive community planning, development, and programs the reflect diverse community needs.

2) Broad community participation in local organizations and governance.

3) Regional disaster planning.

**MITIGATION POLICY**

Political momentum to implement effective disaster mitigation measures and other development changes often occurs during a narrow policy window after disasters rather than before they occur (Crow & Albright 2019; Mockrin, 2018). Lack of attention to proactive policies by policy makers regarding disaster risks makes it difficult to counteract unsustainable development practices before disaster happens. This is because the calculations frequently used can make it seem that mitigation practices are more expensive than the cost of a disaster itself
Disasters are more common in areas of unsustainable development, especially in environmentally sensitive or hazardous areas (Smith & Wenger, 2007; Basher, 2008). In communities dominated by a “growth machine,” where developers, politicians, media, and other players have an interest in growing the economy and increasing land prices, government capacities to decrease vulnerabilities are usually weak (Logan & Molotch, 2007). Mitigation planning and sustainable development practices can directly conflict with these growth machine interests, especially when these sustainability practices cut into tax revenues for local governments (Logan & Molotch, 2007; FEMA, 2011). Residents and communities with wealth and resources can also be less motivated to enact preventative measures because they have the resources to keep rebuilding, especially when disaster insurance keeps paying for these practices (Peralta & Scott, 2018; Mockrin et al., 2008).

The multi-level nature of American governance means land use policy, one of the most important tools for disaster mitigation, is primarily a local-level policy tool, which can be overwhelmed by the power of local growth machines. Land-use policies and zoning are critical organizational tools that manage development types and sprawl into hazardous areas such as high wildfire zones and those with high flood risks. Poor land-use and unenforced building codes results in a “lack of attention to mitigating community risks, poverty, inadequate medical care, and substandard housing” which increase vulnerabilities and set the stage for increased impacts from disasters when they do happen (Rodriguez et al., 2008; Basher 937). Public pressure from constituents, inclusivity, and proactive policy makers in pre-disaster planning can reduce vulnerabilities to hazards (Berke et al., 1993; FEMA, 2011).

The push for sustainable development pre-disaster requires planning and coordination at local, regional, state, and federal levels. If one community sets high standards for development and sustainable, inclusive growth but neighboring communities do not then businesses or housing developments can easily locate to places with lower standards (unleashing a process of
spiraling down into lower resource and lower productivity conditions) (Flora & Flora, 2019). Uneven development then becomes stratified by whole communities (or regions) when market forces filter lower-income people and people of color into marginalized socio-economic areas and wealthier and white residents into higher resource areas. Increasingly, there is a socioeconomic stratification of entire towns and cities rather than healthy, relatively mixed income places, which research suggests leads to better outcomes for the entire community (DeFilippis & Fraser, 2020). One primary example of regional stratification in California, with implications for Lake County, is Napa and Sonoma Counties, with significant socioeconomic differences and development goals.

Regional stratification multiplies disaster risks. Low-income people can spend excessive time commuting to work in areas with more jobs which puts extensive pressures on infrastructure such as roads and results in increased environmental pollution from car exhaust. Unbalanced cities budgets from less diverse economies increases disaster vulnerability because communities either have less resources to prepare and mitigate disasters, have higher levels of poverty, or have fewer resources for recovery. Responsibility and costs for addressing vulnerabilities becomes more difficult as the benefits from sustainable and just policies can then accrue to other places. Only by creating an economy that provides a social foundation within the ecological limits can we start to build the tools for effective economic recoveries to disasters.

The immediate post-disaster and short-term recovery period may be characterized by social tension on all sides due to conflicting preferences from community members (Berke et al. 1993; Smith & Wenger, 2007). Disasters can have “both a galvanizing and local capacity-building influence... [while] amplify preexisting social relationships” (Carroll et al., 2011). Broadly participatory land use planning for high-hazard areas and highly vulnerable populations before a disaster event can be invaluable for making decisions that protect against powerful opportunistic interests by elites after disasters (Peacock et al., 2015; Berke et al., 1993; Quarantelli et al., 2007).
Robust, participatory planning pre-disaster facilitates community connections that will then be in place after disasters to advocate meaningful environmental and social regulations, like meeting the needs of poorer residents and replacing affordable housing stock, something that can be slow during disasters recovery (Smith & Wenger, 2007).

Research has found that sufficient political momentum to recover after wildfire only occurred when disaster impacts were infrequent and there is governmental capacity and resources to implement changes (Mockrin et al., 2018). In areas where wildfire was common, instead of dynamic systems of mitigation and resilience, communities settled into an acceptance of cyclical destruction. These same areas were more likely to have diminished local governmental capacity due to resource depletion of human and financial capital (Ibid). When changes did occur, momentum for these changes built up when media amplified public pressure to react to shocking disaster events. Changes that do occur after disaster are often popular measures that either do not require compliance, are informal, or are minimally invasive (Ibid). Examples would be banning outdoor burning (when the area already does not typically do so) or implementing regulations for land use zones.

**PROMISING PRACTICES**

For Lake County, promising practices around mitigation drawn from academic research include:

1) Broad, participatory land-use planning.
2) Encouraging media to highlight disaster impacts to generate public pressure on policymakers.
3) Reducing community and social vulnerabilities.
4) Planning and coordination on regional and state levels.
5) Encourage diversified economies and development practices for all socio-economic demographics.
REPORT SUMMARY

Given the research reviewed here, we recommend an enhanced planning process that integrates multiple jurisdictions (i.e., local, state, federal, and Tribal) and works with local community leaders, business groups, and non-profit organizations, to apply these promising practices to the place-specific challenges and assets of Lake County.
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